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Program
Sunday, January 9th
16:00-19:15
16: 00

Welcome

Heinz Redl

16:15 – 19:15 From bedside to bench
Much attention has been paid to issues of knowledge transfer from the lab into real world contexts,
through product innovation, evidence-based practices in medical settings, or health advice. In comparison,
the translation of health issues into researchable problems has been comparatively neglected. This session
introduces you to concepts that describe such a translation process; you then will hear from two clinicians
about their medical innovation needs; and in a closing workshop you will get to apply these concepts to
the clinicians’ medical innovation exemplars.
Chairs: Raffael Himmelsbach & Marie Niederleithinger
Speakers: Raffael Himmelsbach; tbd

Monday, January 10th
08:30-11:30 / 16:30-19:00
16.00-17.10
08:30 – 11:30 Advanced strategies
It is well accepted that currently hurdles faced in regenerative medicine can only be overcome by the application of
therapeutic cells that produce crucial factors to trigger desired regeneration processes. Here it is to highlight that
cell-therapeutic steps are labor- and cost-intensive, hard to implement in treatment approaches and most
importantly their therapeutic efficacy is often highly variable. In order to get more reliable and consistent outcomes
in triggered biological processes including tissue regeneration, modified cells or cell-derived products are used
instead of classical cell therapies. In this symposium we will discuss the potential of these advanced strategies
regarding translational application.

Chairs: Sylvia Nürnberger & Andreas Teuschl
Speakers: Regina Grillari, Maria Laggner, Amelie Frischer, Nadja Ring

B R E A K 
11:30-16:30

16:30 – 18:30

Extracellular vesicles

The role of extracellular vesicles in regenerative medicine is becoming increasingly recognized. Still, many
aspects of EV biology remain elusive or appear even contradictory. This symposium should ignite critical
discussion on different levels of this upcoming topic in biomedicine.
Chair: Wolf Holnthoner
Speakers: Beate Rinner ; Madhusudhan Bobbili, Jaruslav Jacak, David Hercher, Andreas Traweger

18:30-19:30:

Poster Session

Chair: Veronika Hruschka

Tuesday, January 11th
08:30-11:30 / 16:30 – 18:00
08:30 – 11:30 Senescence
Senescent cells have been implicated as contributing factors in a variety of age associated diseases and indeed, their
removal by a novel class of drugs termed senolytics is successful in alleviating almost any age-associated disease
tested in pre-clinical models so far. We will here discuss to what extent senescent cells inhibit regeneration and if
senolytics might accelerate regenerative processes.

Chair: Johannes Grillari & Mikolaj Ogrodnik
Speakers: tbd

B R E A K 
11:30-16:30

16:30 – 18:00 Simulation , Artificial Intelligence & Imaging
Computational methods are a powerful scientific tool to access information previously unavailable. State of the art
3D imaging, computational simulation and artificial intelligence approaches all massively rely on data processing on
a large scale. We will discuss the potential of these techniques in biomedical applications, some of their technical
details and their challenges.

Chair: Paul Slezak
Speakers: Dr. Alain Pitiot, Prof. Cyrill Slezak, Patrick Heimel

 SOCIAL EVENT 
18:00

Wednesday, January 12th
08:30-11:30
08:30 – 11: 30 Physiology and pathophysiology of striated muscle
Pathologies of the skeletal and cardiac muscles are generally well understood, however, translating the
existing knowledge into efficient clinical therapies remains challenging. A major hurdle is the lack of
adequate disease models for pre-clinical research, as they mostly do not reflect the maturity and
functionality of adult muscle tissue. This session will critically deal with recent advances and current open
questions in the fields of muscular dystrophy, cardiomyopathy and rhabdomyosarcoma – with the aim to
spark discussion on feasible strategies to better model and treat such pathologies in vitro and vivo.
Chairs: Peter S. Zammit & Philipp Heher
Speakers: tbd

 Closing Remarks 
Registration
Early bird registration until December 6th
Registration Deadline: December 20th
Contact Address:
Ester Venturato
Ludwig Boltzmann Institute for Experimental and Clinical Traumatology
Austrian Cluster for Tissue Regeneration
Donaueschingenstrasse 13, A-1200 Vienna – Austria
Email: office@trauma.lbg.ac.at
Tel.: +43-5-9393-41961
http://trauma.lbg.ac.at/

COVID 19 concept
For participation 2G (vaccinated or recovered) and additionally a negative PCR test (not older than 48 hours) is
mandatory.

Cover picture
Erythrocytes (red) in regenerated tissue deposited by adipose-derived stem cells (pink) next to cartilage matrix (blue)
visualized via AZAN staining. @Conny Schneider

